We introduce a novel numerical approach for a class of stochastic dynamic programs which arise as discretizations of backward stochastic differential equations or semi-linear partial differential equations. Solving such dynamic programs numerically requires the approximation of nested conditional expectations, i.e., iterated integrals of previous approximations. Our approach allows us to compute and iteratively improve upper and lower bounds on the true solution starting from an arbitrary and possibly crude input approximation. We demonstrate the benefits of our approach in a high dimensional financial application.
Introduction
Developing numerical methods for American option pricing, i.e. the optimal stopping problem, is one of the most specialized and developed fields in computational finance. We generalize several established numerical tools from optimal stopping to a class of convex stochastic dynamic programming equations. Applications include time discretization schemes for backward stochastic differential equations (BSDEs) or, equivalently [22] , discretization schemes for semi-linear partial differential equations (PDEs) where the nonlinearity is convex (or concave). In these problems, the numerical challenge has its origin in a high order nesting of conditional expectation operators: The approximation at a given time step depends on iterated integrals over the approximations at all future time steps. The curse of dimensionality renders many numerical approaches infeasible in such a setting. This includes naive implementations of (nested) Monte Carlo. When moving from optimal stopping to BSDEs or semi-linear PDEs, a further numerical challenge arises as approximating derivatives becomes a necessity.
Our main contribution is a pathwise iteration approach which takes an approximate solution of the dynamic programming equation as an input and then constructs upper and lower confidence bounds on the true solution. Iteratively taking the super-and subsolutions corresponding to these bounds as inputs allows to refine the initial bounds. Thus, even a crude input approximation 1 Saarland University, Department of Mathematics, Postfach 151150, D-66041 Saarbrücken, Germany, bender@math.uni-sb.de; gaertner@math.uni-sb.de. Financial support by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft under grant BE3933/5-1 is gratefully acknowledged.
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-such as a constant function -may suffice to provably pin down the solution of a challenging high-dimensional problem up to a tight confidence interval.
For optimal stopping, such "primal-dual" approaches for the construction of upper and lower bounds go back to [21, 26, 25, 16, 1] . The approach was extended to our setting of convex dynamic programming equations in [4, 5] , complementing the information relaxation approach of [7] which provides a generalization from optimal stopping to more general optimization problems. Iterative improvement methods of the primal-dual approach have been developed in [8] for the upper bounds and [18] for the lower bounds, building on earlier policy iteration techniques due to [17, 23] . We simplify and unify their arguments in terms of super-and subsolutions and generalize them beyond optimal stopping.
As a second contribution, we introduce two new methods, a minimization and a modified least-squares Monte Carlo (LSMC) method, for computing approximate solutions to stochastic dynamic programming equations. While we primarily use these methods as inputs for our improvement approach, both are of independent interest. In the minimization method, we use the pathwise recursion for the construction of upper bounds to minimize over a given family of generic input upper bounds. Methods of this type have been proposed in the stopping literature by [2, 9] . Our modified least-squares Monte Carlo algorithm builds on the regress-later method for optimal stopping [13] and its generalization to BSDEs, the martingale basis algorithm of [3] . Both approaches replace the true solution by an approximation as linear combination of basis functions, for which some computations can be performed in closed form. Our variant of the method has more modest requirements on what can be calculated explicitly (i.e. with negligible error), thus increasing its applicability and flexibility. Unlike in optimal stopping and as observed in [3] , a considerable benefit of closed-form calculations is that they may allow to approximate derivatives without further error when derivatives of the basis functions are available. The goal of our modified LSMC algorithm is to gain flexibility by retaining only the availability of closed-form derivatives from these previous methods.
Both the minimization approach and the iterative improvement operate pathwise, i.e., trajectory by trajectory. Compared to classical LSMC methods [21, 20] , they thus have a better scope for massively parallel implementations under memory constraints. See [15] for a recent contribution which highlights these issues and presents a variation of LSMC which is more amenable to parallelization. We confirm the practical applicability of our methods in a classical reference problem, pricing under funding risk in a financial market model driven by a five-dimensional Markov process. Depending on the time discretization, this corresponds to integrating out between 100 and 200 variables with a complex dependence structure in our Monte Carlo approach.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the setting. Section 3 develops the theory behind our iteration approach for subsolutions, i.e., lower bounds, while Section 4 provides the analogous results for upper bounds. Section 5 provides an overview of our numerical approach, including our new approximation methods. Numerical results in the context of funding risk are presented in Section 6.
Setup
Throughout the paper, we study the following type of convex dynamic programming equation on a complete filtered probability space (Ω, F, (F j ) j=0,...J , P ) in discrete time:
with given data ξ, F and β (to be specified below), where E j [·] denotes the conditional expectation with respect to F j . This type of recursive equation encompasses the dynamic programming equation for optimal stopping of an adapted discrete time process S (or, in financial terms, the Bermudan option pricing problem),
see e.g. [18] , and discretization schemes for backward stochastic differential equations of the form
for given data ξ and G. Here, (t 0 , . . . , t J ) denotes a partition of a time interval [0, T ], W is a multidimensional Brownian motion (whose increments may be truncated for practical purposes), and F j is the information generated by W up to time t j , see [11] for this specific scheme in the more general context of second order BSDEs and [3] for a literature overview. We assume that F j : Ω × R D → R is measurable for every j = 0, ..., J − 1 and that the process (j, ω) → F j (ω, z) is adapted for every z ∈ R D . Moreover, for every j = 0, . . . , J − 1 and ω ∈ Ω, the map z → F j (ω, z) is convex in z. Additionally, F j satisfies a (stochastic) polynomial growth condition for every j = 0, ..., J − 1, i.e. there exist a constant q ≥ 0 and an adapted, nonnegative processes α, which is in L p (Ω, P ) for every p ≥ 1, such that
Further, we introduce the following notation: For m ∈ N, we denote by L ∞− (R m ) the set of R m -valued random variables that are in L p (Ω, P ) for all p ≥ 1. The set of F j -measurable random variables that are in
(R m ) for every j = 0, ..., J. From the integrability properties of the terminal condition ξ and the weight process β as well as the polynomial growth condition on F , we deduce by backward induction that the (P -a.s. unique) solution Y to (1) is in L ∞− ad (R). Super-and subsolutions which are central later on are defined as follows:
, P -a.s.
(and with ' ≥' replaced by ' ≤' for a subsolution).
In general, we cannot expect that super-and subsolutions Y up and Y low to (1) are bounds on the true solution Y , i.e. we need not have that Y up j ≥ Y j ≥ Y low j holds P -a.s. for every j = 0, ..., J. To ensure this, we impose the following monotonicity assumption throughout this paper: For
P -a.s. and every j = 0, ..., J − 1, it holds that
Applying Theorem 4.3 in [5] twice (first with the filtration (G j ) j=0,...,J = (F) j=0,...,J , and then with the given filtration (F j ) j=0,...,J ), we observe that this monotonicity assumption implies the following comparison principle:
Proposition 2.2. Let Y up and Y low be super-and subsolutions to (1). Then, under the given assumptions, it holds that, for every j = 0, ..., J,
The improvement algorithms presented in the following sections are based on the primal-dual methodology introduced by [1, 16, 25] in the context of Bermudan option pricing and further developed in [4] and [5] for dynamic programming equations of the form (1). This approach relies on the choice of suitable martingales and controls which are derived from an approximate solution to (1) and are used as an input for constructing super-and subsolutions. We, therefore, denote by M D the set of R D -valued martingales which are elements of L
, we refer to the martingale part of the Doob decomposition of Z, which is given by
as Doob martingale of Z. In particular, we get that the Doob martingale of the process βZ is in M D for anyZ ∈ L ∞− ad (R). While suitable martingales are the main ingredient of the upper bounds, we derive lower bounds by rewriting (1) as a stochastic control problem using convex duality techniques. To this end, recall that the convex conjugate of F j is, for every ω ∈ Ω, given by F
with effective domain D (j,ω)
As we will see below, the sets of admissible controls in our problem are given by
where j = 0, ..., J − 1.
Improvement of subsolutions
In this section we propose an iterative algorithm to improve a given subsolution to (1) . This approach generalizes in some sense the idea of [18] , who presented an iterative method to improve a given family of stopping times in the context of Bermudan option pricing. We begin this section by recalling a construction of subsolutions from [4] and, then, explain how it can be used to improve arbitrary subsolutions. In order to construct a subsolution to (1), we linearize this dynamic programming equation in the following way: By convexity and closedness of F j , we have due to Theorem 12.2 in [24] that F ## j = F j for every j = 0, ..., J − 1 and ω ∈ Ω. Hence, for every j = 0, ..., J − 1, ω ∈ Ω and z ∈ R D , it holds that
From Lemma A.1 in [5] , we get existence of an adapted process r * ∈ A 0 which solves
for every i = 0, ..., J − 1. We now define the typically non-adapted process θ low as in Remark 3.6 (ii) in [4] . To this end, we fix a martingale M ∈ M D and an admissible control r ∈ A 0 . Then, the pathwise recursion for θ low := θ low (r, M ) is, in our notation, given as follows:
where 
holds and, hence, by Proposition 2.2, we conclude that Y j ≥ Y low j P -a.s., for any j = 0, ..., J. Moreover, [4] prove that the solution Y to (1) is the value of a primal maximization problem, i.e.
Indeed, every control r * ∈ A j which satisfies (7) for i = j, . . . , J − 1 achieves the maximum. We emphasize that the expression E j [θ low j (r, M )] is independent of M , as the martingale is only a control variate in the recursion for θ low and thus vanishes by taking conditional expectation. However, a straightforward computation shows that the Doob martingale M * of βY acts as a perfect control variate in the case of optimal controls, i.e. for every j = 0, ..., J it holds that,
Iterative improvement of subsolutions Suppose we are given an arbitrary subsolutionȲ . We next show that the construction of the process θ low (r, M ) in (8) , implies an improvement of the subsolutionȲ in the sense that for suitable choices of r ∈ A 0 and M ∈ M D we have
for every j = 0, ..., J. The subsolution (E j [θ low j (r, M )]) j=0,...,J is then called an improvement of the subsolutionȲ . Theorem 3.1 below, explains how to construct such an improvement. Further, we show that our construction only gets stuck if the subsolutionȲ , which we want to improve, already coincides with the solution Y to (1). Theorem 3.1. Let j ∈ {0, ..., J − 1}, letȲ be a subsolution to (1) and denote byM ∈ M D the Doob martingale of βȲ . Further letr ∈ A 0 be an adapted process that solves
for every i = 0, ..., J − 1. Then, for any M ∈ M D , θ low (r, M ) defined by (8) satisfies
for all i = 0, ..., J − 1. Moreover, ifȲ i = Y i for all i = j + 1, ..., J, then
Proof. As we have seen above, the process (E j [θ low j (r, M )]) j=0,...,J defines a subsolution for any martingale M ∈ M D and r ∈ A 0 , so that the first inequality in (11) is already shown. The last inequality in (11) is immediate, asȲ is assumed to be a subsolution. To prove the remaining inequality in (11), we denote θ low = θ low (r,M ). Recalling that E j [θ low j (r, M )] does not depend on the choice of M ∈ M D , it suffices to show that
by backward induction on i. The assertion then follows by the monotonicity of the conditional expectation. The case i = J is trivial, since we have θ low J = ξ ≥Ȳ J , by definition. Now suppose that the assertion is true for i + 1 ∈ {1, ..., J}, and, thus, we have θ low i+1 ≥Ȳ i+1 P -a.s. Then, it follows from the definition ofM , (10) , and the induction hypothesis that
Here, the inequality is a consequence of the induction hypothesis and the positivity ofr ⊤ i β i+1 which is due to the monotonicity assumption (4) on the function F i , see Theorem 4.3 in [5] (with the constant full information filtration (G j ) j=0,...,J = (F) j=0,...,J ).
To complete the proof, we assume thatȲ i = Y i for all i = j + 1, ..., J. Hence, we observe by (10) , thatr i satisfies the optimality condition (7) P -a.s. for every i = j, ..., J. Further, we conclude by the definition ofM that the incrementsM i+1 −M i coincide with the ones of the Doob martingale of βY for i = j, ..., J − 1. By (9), we thus obtain that θ low j = Y j P -a.s., which completes the proof.
When starting with an arbitrary subsolution, we typically do not obtain the solution Y by applying the approach described in Theorem 3.1 once. However, this construction can be iterated in a straightforward way: Let Y (low,0) be a subsolution and define θ (low,0) := Y (low,0) . We define the k-th iteration according to (8) by
where the process r (k) ∈ A 0 is for every j = 0, ..., J given by
and
], P -a.s, for every k ≥ 1 and j = 0, . . . , J. Moreover,
whenever i ≥ j. In the last equation, the conditional expectation on the left-hand side can be removed, when each M (k) is taken as the Doob martingale of
. We, thus, observe that Y is the P -a.s. unique fixed point of this iteration, which actually terminates after at most J iteration steps.
Improvement of a family of subsolutions
In Section 5 below, we explain that the numerical costs of algorithms based on (12) tend to grow exponentially in the number of iterations k. For this reason, a moderate number of iterations must suffice in practical implementations. One way to address this issue is to improve a whole family of subsolutions simultaneously instead of just one subsolution. To this end, let (Ȳ {l} ) l∈I be a family of subsolutions, where I is a finite index set. Further, we denote by K(j), j = 1, ..., J, a nondecreasing sequence of subsets of I, i.e. it holds that K(j) ⊂ K(j + 1). Then, we consider the predictable, I-valued process
This means that, at every time point j = 1, ..., J, we only consider those subsolutions which are represented in the subset K(j) and the random variable l * (j) returns an index l ∈ K(j) at which the evaluation of F j−1 is maximized. In the simplest case K(j) = I for all j = 1, ..., J. More sophisticated choices of K(j) allow to reduce the computational costs to determine l * . We claim that the processȲ which is given bȳ
is a subsolution to (1), which allows us to improve the subsolutions (Ȳ {l} ) l∈I simultaneously. To examine the subsolution property ofȲ , we first observe that the case j = 0 is trivial, since we
by definition. For the case j > 0, we get by the subsolution property of Y {l} for every l ∈ I, and as
Hence, Theorem 3.1 can be applied to the processȲ and implies, for θ low = θ low (r, M ),
P -a.s. for all j = 0, ..., J −1, wherer is for every j = 0, ..., J −1 given by (10) and where M ∈ M D . Thus, if K(j) = I for all j = 1, ..., J, we achieve a simultaneous improvement of all subsolutions (Ȳ {l} ) l∈I by improvingȲ .
Example 3.2. We consider the optimal stopping problem of an adapted process S, whose value process Y (the so-called Snell envelope) is governed by (2) . Suppose (τ l ) l∈I , where I = {0, . . . , J}, is a family of I-valued stopping times which is consistent in the sense of [18] : For every l ∈ I τ l ≥ l and (
This consistency condition implies that each of the processesȲ
, l ∈ I, defines a subsolution to (2) . Define K(j) = {0, . . . , min{j + κ − 1, J}} for some window parameter κ ∈ N. Specializing the improvement condition (10) based on the subsolution constructed in (14) to the optimal stopping problem, one can verify that the improved subsolution satisfies, for every control
where the stopping timesτ j are given bȳ
Hence, for every j = 0, . . . , J, by (15) and the consistency condition,
Thus, we recover the policy improvement result in Theorem 3.1 of [18] as a special case of our approach.
Improvement of supersolutions
In this section, we propose an iterative way for improving supersolutions to convex dynamic programs like (1). We generalize the construction of [8] , who presented an improvement approach for supersolutions in the context of optimal stopping. Similar to Section 3, we build our approach on the pathwise recursion for upper bounds presented in [4] . Therefore, we begin this section with a brief overview of their construction and explain how it can be applied for improving arbitrary supersolutions. The remainder of this section is dedicated to transferring the results obtained in Section 3 to supersolutions. The main idea of the pathwise approach presented in [4] is to remove the appearing conditional expectations in (1) and, instead, subtract a martingale increment. More precisely, let M ∈ M D be a martingale. Then, we define the typically non-adapted process θ up := θ up (M ) by
Due to the polynomial growth condition on F j and the integrability properties of β and M , we get by backward induction that θ
..,J , we observe immediately by Jensen's inequality, the martingale property of M , and the tower property of the conditional expectation that Y up is a supersolution to (1):
Similarly to the results in Section 3, [4] show that the solution Y to (1) can be represented as a dual minimization problem, i.e.
for every j = 0, ..., J. The Doob martingale M * of βY achieves the minimum and additionally is even pathwise optimal, i.e. for every j = 0, ..., J,
Iterative improvement of supersolutions
As in Section 3, we show that an arbitrary supersolutionȲ can be improved in the sense that for a suitable martingale M ∈ M D and the process θ up (M ) from (16) the inequality
holds P -a.s. for every j = 0, ..., J. In the context of optimal stopping, [8] show that taking the Doob martingale of a given supersolution, leads to an improvement. Theorem 4.1 generalizes this idea to convex dynamic programs of the form (1):
Theorem 4.1. Let j ∈ {0, ..., J − 1} and letȲ be a supersolution to (1) . Further, letM be the Doob martingale of the process βȲ . Then, the process θ up (M ) satisfies
Proof. The overall strategy of proof is similar to the one of Theorem 3.1. At the beginning of this section, we have already shown that (
..,J is a supersolution for any martingale M ∈ M D , which yields the first inequality in (19) . The last one is due to the supersolution property ofȲ . To show the remaining inequality, we prove again the slightly stronger assertion
from which we obtain (19) by the monotonicity of the conditional expectation. The proof is by backward induction on i, with the case i = J being trivial, since, by definition, we have θ up J = ξ ≤Ȳ J . Now suppose that the assertion is true for i + 1 ∈ {1, ..., J}, i.e. θ up i+1 ≤Ȳ i+1 P -a.s. Hence, we conclude by the definition ofM , the monotonicity assumption (4), and the induction hypothesis that
Here, we exploit that z → F i (z −(β i+1Ȳi+1 −E i [β i+1Ȳi+1 ])) inherits the monotonicity property (4) from F i by the equivalent characterization of the monotonicity property via positivity in Theorem 4.3 of [5] (with the constant full information filtration), because its convex conjugate is given by
To complete the proof, we assume thatȲ i = Y i for all i = j + 1, ..., J, where j ∈ {0, ..., J − 1} is fixed. Then, again, the incrementsM i+1 −M i coincide with those of the Doob martingale M * of βY for i = j, . . . , J − 1. Hence, (18) concludes.
As in Section 3, this improvement can be iterated several times. For a given supersolution Y (up,0) define θ (up,0) := Y (up,0) and define θ (up,k) according to (16) by
where each M (k) is given by
Then, iterative application of Theorem 4.1 yields
], P -a.s., for every k ≥ 1 and j = 0, . . . , J, and θ
whenever i ≥ j. So the upper bound iteration also terminates after at most J steps at the true solution Y .
Improvement of a family of supersolutions
At the end of Section 3 we explained how to improve a given family of subsolutions. The same idea can be applied here in order to simultaneously improve a family of supersolutions (Ȳ {l} ) l∈I , where I is a finite index set. We now consider the predictable, I-valued process
for every j = 1, ..., J, where K(j) is again a nondecreasing family of subsets of I. Then, the processȲ defined byȲ
is, by similar arguments as in Section 3, a supersolution to (1). Thus, by Theorem 4.1,
P -a.s. for every j = 0, ..., J − 1, whereM denotes the Doob martingale of βȲ . Hence, in the case K(j) = I for j = 1, ..., J, improvingȲ results again in a simultaneous improvement of all supersolutions (Ȳ {l} ) l∈I .
Implementation
In this section, we explain how to implement algorithms based on the iterative improvement approaches of Sections 3 and 4. In order to transform these results into implementable algorithms, one needs to construct a sub-and a supersolution as input. Moreover, the conditional expectations which appear in the iterative constructions of the controls in (13) and the Doob martingales in (21) must be approximated numerically. For the numerical approximation of the conditional expectation within the iterative improvement we apply, as in [18] , a plain Monte Carlo implementation. In contrast to a naive plain Monte Carlo implementation of the dynamic programming equation (1) (which leads to infeasible J nested layers of simulation), the number of layers of simulation in the iterative improvement algorithm depends on the number of iteration steps which are performed. As we shall demonstrate in the numerical examples, two improvement steps are feasible, when the input super-and subsolutions are available in closed form. Therefore, we focus on the construction of closed-form inputs in Section 5.1, before we explain the somewhat standard nested simulation approach for the iterative improvement in Section 5.2.
As a first step, however, we specialize to the following Markovian framework: We assume that (B j ) j=0,...,J is an R D -dimensional adapted process (with D ≥ D), such that the first D components of B j are given by β j and B j is independent of F j−1 , for every j = 1, . . . , J. X is supposed to be an R N -valued Markovian process of the form
for measurable functions h j : R N × R D → R N , starting at X 0 = x 0 ∈ R N . This forward equation for the state process X could arise, e.g., as a time discretization of a stochastic differential equation. Moreover, for the generator F j of the dynamic program (1) we assume existence of measurable functions f j :
, F j depends on ω only through the Markovian process X. Then, we consider a Markovian version of the dynamic program (1) in the form
where g : R N → R is measurable. In this framework, Y j is a deterministic function of X j (and, in particular, Y 0 is a constant). In view of (22), we obtain, for every j = 1, . . . , J, a measurable function
Denoting by P B j the law of B j , we can, thus, write
Computation of the input sub-and supersolution
For the construction of the input sub-and supersolutions, we first approximate y j by a linear combination of a given set of basis functions
We consider two different ways to compute the F 0 -measurable coefficients a k j , a variant of leastsquares Monte Carlo, which picks up some ideas of the regression later approach of [13] in the optimal stopping literature, and a direct martingale minimization approach which builds on the works by [2] and [9] for optimal stopping.
As a key assumption on the basis functions, we impose that the expectations
x ∈ R N , are available in closed form (or, can be computed numerically up to a 'negligible' error), cp. Remark 5.1 below. DefiningỸ j =ỹ j (X j−1 , B j ) as an approximation to Y j , we, thus,
is given in closed form as well. Based on the input approximationỹ, we can now derive first approximations of the optimal control and of the Doob martingale M * , from which input sub-and supersolutions can be obtained via the pathwise recursions (8) and (16) . To compute such a controlr, we solve (7) with Y j replaced byỸ j , i.e. the processr is given bỹ
for every j = 0, ..., J − 1, and belongs to A 0 thanks to Lemma A.1 in [5] . Here, the convex conjugate can, of course, be approximated numerically as well. For the first approximation of the Doob martingale M * , we, again, just replace the true solution Y by its approximationỸ . Hence, a first approximationM of M * is given bỹ
Pluggingr andM into the recursions (8) and (16) for θ low and θ up , we obtain the input sub-and supersolutions
. We can now sample Λ out independent copies (B j (λ out ), j = 1, . . . , J)) λ out =1,...,Λ out of B, to which we refer as 'outer' paths. Then, we can compute the pathwise recursions for θ low (r,M ) and θ up (M ) along each of these outer paths and denote them by θ (λ out )) λ out =1,...,Λ out , a lower confidence bound can be constructed, and, combining both bounds, we end up with an asymptotic confidence interval. We emphasize that Y 0 is a deterministic real number, but the construction of the confidence interval is conditional on any set of sample paths which might be used to pre-compute the coefficients a j in (24) and which we think of as being included in F 0 .
When such a confidence interval is not yet sufficiently tight for the application under consideration, one can run the iterative improvement algorithm described in Section 5.2 below. We shall first, however, discuss two ways to obtain the coefficients for the input approximation (24).
Least-squares Monte Carlo approach
The idea of least-squares Monte Carlo (LSMC) is to approximate the conditional expectation in (23) by an orthogonal projection onto a set of basis functions via regression, i.e, one computes
as an approximation to Y , where P j denotes the empirical regression (given a set of sample paths) on a pre-specified basis. Note that one actually has to calculate D empirical regressions in each time step, since the stochastic weight β is R D -valued, and that the expression β j+1Ỹj+1 may suffer from a large variance, e.g., in the BSDE case (3), where the variance of the Malliavin Monte Carlo weights β for the first space derivative explodes as the time discretization becomes finer and finer. With our standing assumption (25) on the basis functions we can, instead, implement the following single-regression variant of least-squares Monte Carlo:
as (inductively)Ỹ j+1 is a linear combination of (η k j+1 (X j , B j+1 )) k=1,...,K and, thus, the conditional expectation inside f j is available in closed form. This idea to 'regress later' originates in [13] for optimal stopping and was extended to the time discretization of BSDEs in [3] , where a tremendous variance reduction effect is observed in the numerical examples.
To be more formal, we assume that Λ reg independent copies of B to which we refer as 'regression paths' are given. The trajectories of β and of the Markovian process X along the λth regression path are denoted by β(λ) and X(λ), λ = 1, . . . , Λ reg . For the initialization of our algorithm, we require an approximation of the terminal condition g J (X J ) = y J (X J−1 , B J ) in terms of basis functions. Applying a standard regression approach, we compute R K -valued coefficients , b) ). Now, assume that an approximationỹ j+1 (x, b) in terms of the basis functions has already been computed, i.e.
(where we, of course, formally, perform an initial enlargement of the filtration by the regression paths, which are assumed to be independent of (X, β)). Projecting the right-hand side empirically on the basis functions (η 1 j , . . . , η K j ) leads to
and, thus, we obtainỹ
as an approximation to y j . Remark 5.1. In contrast to [13] and [3] , we merely require in (25) that conditional expectations are available explicitly one step ahead, while [13] and [3] both additionally assume that the basis functions form martingales, i.e., E j [η k j+1 (X j , B j+1 )] = η k j (X j−1 , B j ). One can exploit the additional flexibility in the following way: Suppose that each basis function η k j can be written in the product form
] is available in closed form. Then, the expression in (25) is also available in closed form, as required. In particular, while the choice of η k,2 j is restricted to functions where explicit computations are possible, we are completely flexible in capturing a more complex dependence on the process X through the factor η k,1 j (x). In the numerical example of Section 6, we illustrate such a choice of basis functions.
Martingale minimization approach
It has been observed in the context of optimal stopping and in the BSDE examples in [4] and [5] that the construction of tight supersolutions can be significantly more difficult than the construction of tight subsolutions. The idea of the martingale minimization approach is thus to compute the coefficients in (24) in such a way that the upper bound implied by the input supersolution is minimized. In the context of optimal stopping, similar ideas have been developed in [9] and [2] . In contrast to least-squares Monte Carlo, the optimization is now global and so the coefficients in (24) do not depend on the time index j.
In view of (25) 
Writing,
where a = (a 1 , ..., a K ) ∈ R K , we wish to choose a coefficient vector a * , for which E 0 [θ up 0 (M a )] becomes minimal. Taking the pathwise optimality of the optimal martingale M * in (18) into account and following the approach analyzed in [2] for optimal stopping, we add a standard deviation penalty to this minimization problem. To make the approach implementable, the expectation and standard deviation need to be replaced by empirical estimators over sample paths. To this end, we sample Λ mini independent copies of B (which we refer to as 'minimization paths') and denote the evaluation of β and X along the λth minimization path by β(λ) and X(λ). We then solve for
where
and θ up (M a ; λ) is sampled according to (16) along the λth minimization path. In our numerical examples, we use the Matlab implementation of the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm to search for a * . An approximation to y j as in (24) is then given bỹ
Remark 5.2. The minimization approach requires the choice of the parameter γ. In our numerical results presented in Section 6, we apply a "training and testing" approach to tune this parameter.
To this end, we choose a set are computed, we sample a new set of Λ test test paths (independent copies of B which are also independent of the minimization paths). The parameter γ is obtained by taking the γ l such that a * γ l minimizes the expression in brackets on the right hand side of (30) along the test paths over the set {a * γ 1 , ..., a * γ L }. We note that in our experience the method's practical performance is not particularly sensitive to the choice of γ.
Iterative improvement algorithm
We now assume that we are given input super-and subsolutions of the form Y
and Y (low,0) j = E j [θ low (r,M )] such that the controlr ∈ A 0 and the martingaleM ∈ M D can be evaluated in closed form along a given path B, cp. the constructions in Section 5.1. In order to compute the first iteration θ (low,1) in (12) and θ (up,1) in (20) we need to approximate the conditional expectations
In the following, we focus on the supersolution case, but note that the subsolution case is analogous.
In our plain Monte Carlo implementation, we first sample Λ out independent copies B(λ out ), λ out = 1, . . . Λ out , of B. Moreover, for every time step j and outer path B(λ out ), we generate a new sample of independent copies (B i (λ mid , j)) i≥j+1 , λ mid = 1, . . . Λ mid , of (B i ) i≥j+1 . We denote by B(λ out , λ mid , j) the path given by (B 1 (λ out ), . . . , B j (λ out ), B j+1 (λ mid , j) , . . . , B J (λ mid , j)), which switches from a given outer path to the corresponding middle path at time j + 1. Similarly to the notation introduced before, we write β(λ out , λ mid , j) and θ (up,0) (λ out , λ mid , j) for the trajectories of β and θ up (M ) along the path B(λ out , λ mid , j). Along each outer path, we approximate the martingale M (1) in (21) with increment
by the plain Monte Carlo estimator
Standard calculations show thatM (1) is also a martingale when the filtration is suitably enlarged by the middle paths. We now write θ (up,1) (λ out ) for the realization of θ up (M (1) ) along the λ out th outer path. Proceeding as in (28) ff., we can compute a new upper confidence bound for Y 0 based on (θ (up,1) (λ out )) λ out =1,...,Λ out . SinceM (1) converges to M (1) (along each outer path) as the number of middle paths converges to infinity, and since
by Theorem 4.1, the corresponding upper bound is typically tighter than the one constructed from (θ (up,0) (λ out )) λ out =1,...,Λ out , when the number of middle paths is sufficiently large. If one wishes to compute a second iteration step (e.g., because the once improved confidence interval is still not tight enough), one can repeat this procedure with the only difference that we cannot assume the input martingale (which now isM (1) ) to be available in closed form along a given path. Its evaluation actually requires one layer of nested simulation as described above. However, in the next iteration stepM (1) must be evaluated along middle paths and not along outer paths, and so the sampling of a third layer of Λ in 'inner paths' is required. We do not get into any more details of the straightforward implementation, but note that, analogously, a third layer of simulation must already be sampled in the first iteration step, when the input martingalẽ M is not available in closed form (e.g., when we drop assumption (25) ).
In order to reduce the number of middle paths (in the first iteration step) and inner paths (in the second iteration step), we suggest to apply control variates in the plain Monte Carlo estimation (31) of the martingale increments based on the closed form expression for
In our actual implementation, we proceed as described at the end of Section 4.1 in [4] .
In principle, the algorithm can be further iterated, but each iteration step adds an additional layer of simulations. So, for practical reasons, we recommend not to run the algorithm with more than three layers of simulations, but rather to put more effort into the construction of the input approximations, when the confidence interval is still not tight enough. In our numerical test example below, very satisfactory 95% confidence bounds can be obtained with two iteration steps, even when the input approximationỹ in (24) is pre-computed by the martingale minimization approach with a single constant basis function.
Numerical example
In this section, we apply our approach to the problem of pricing a European option under funding constraints, i.e., under different interest rates for borrowing and lending. In the finance literature, this problem goes back to [6] . [19] emphasizes the relevance of such models in the light of the recent financial crisis. The model is also prominent example in the literature on backward stochastic differential equations starting with [10] and a well-established numerical test case [14, 20, 3, 4] . We begin by setting up the problem and explaining how it fits into our framework. Then, we present our numerical results. For the computation of input approximations we present different approaches, which incorporate a priori knowledge about the problem to a varying extent. The upper and lower bounds as well as the corresponding improvements are computed relying on the methodology of Section 5, including the use of control variates.
Pricing under funding risk
Let 0 = t 0 < t 1 < ... < t J = T be an equidistant discretization of the interval [0, T ]. There are two riskless interest rates R l < R b ∈ R for lending respectively borrowing and N risky assets given by geometric Brownian motions X 1 , ..., X N with dynamics
at t j , for j = 0, ..., J. Here, x n,0 , µ ∈ R, σ is an invertible N × N -matrix with entries in R and W 1 , ..., W N are independent Brownian motions. We consider the problem of pricing a European option on the assets X 1 , ..., X N with maturity T and payoff g(X 1,J , ..., X N,J ). When g satisfies a polynomial growth condition, the option payoff belongs to L ∞− J (R). Applying the discretization scheme proposed in [11] to equation (1.11) in [10] , the value Y of the option on the time grid {t 0 , ..., t J } is given by
with terminal condition Y J = g(X 1,J , ..., X N,J ). Here, ∆ := t j − t j−1 for j = 1, ..., J, 1 ∈ R N is a vector consisting of ones, and (x) − := max{−x, 0} for x ∈ R. Moreover, the random vector Z j is given by
where E j [·] denotes the conditional expectation with respect to the information generated by the multivariate Brownian motion up to time t j , and ∆W n,j+1 := W n,t j+1 − W n,t j . The term Z ⊤ j σ −1 1 in (32) represents the overall position in the risky assets in the hedging portfolio at time
is an approximation of the position in the bank account at time t j . The sign of this expression determines which interest rate is applicable. By taking the function F j : R D → R, D = N + 1, given by
where z (−0) := (z 1 , ..., z N ), and setting
we observe that the recursion (32) fits into our framework. Here, p C denotes a truncation function, i.e. p C (x) = −C ∨ x ∧ C for C ∈ R + . Notice that the truncation of W t j+1 − W t j ∼ N(0, ∆) at C becomes arbitrarily mild as ∆ gets small. Truncation is required, because the increments of the Brownian motions are unbounded and, thus, the monotonicity assumption (4) might be violated. A sufficient condition for (4) to hold is then
see [20] for an analysis of this type of truncation error. Recall that our algorithm requires the convex conjugate F # j of F j when running the pathwise recursion formula for θ low and it also requires to solve for the optimality condition (13) in the iteration for the lower bounds. As F is piecewise linear, the convex conjugate is straightforward to compute and equals F # j ≡ 0 on its effective domain. Moreover, with the function u : R → R N +1 given by
the effective domain of the convex conjugate is D (j,ω) (13) .
Benchmark product
For our numerical experiments, we consider the example discussed in [4] , but add a non-trivial correlation structure to the problem. This example is a multidimensional version of an example going back to [14] . We compute upper and lower bounds on the price of a European call-spread option with strikes K 1 and K 2 on the maximum of five assets, i.e., g(x 1 , ..., x 5 ) = max d=1,...,5
The maturity T is set to three months, i.e. T = 0.25, and the strikes are K 1 = 95 and K 2 = 115. The interest rates R l and R b are 1% and 6%. For the geometric Brownian motions X 1 , ..., X 5 we take x d,0 = 100, d = 1, ..., 5, as starting value and choose the drift µ to be 0.05. In contrast to [4] we do not assume that X 1 , ..., X 5 are independent and consider the diffusion matrix σ given by 
Generic minimization algorithm
For the construction of the input approximation, we first run the martingale minimization algorithm with the single and completely generic basis function η 1 j (x, b) := 1, i.e., we initially approximate Y j by a constant and the Z n,j by zero, n = 1, . . . , N . Then, in the minimization approach presented in Section 5.1 we have a single 6- 
In order to compute the R-valued coefficient a * , and, hence, the constant approximationỹ j (x, b) = a * to y j , we implement the 'training and testing' approach of Remark 5.2 with Λ mini = Λ test = 1000 paths and {γ 1 , ..., γ 21 } = {0, 0.025, ..., 0.5}. We find that a * , as an approximation of Y 0 , ranges between 16 and 17.5 for our different choices of J and ρ, and as a * > 0, the input subsolution Y (low,0) is constructed from the constant control u(R l ). For the computation of upper and lower bounds with up to two iterative improvements, we take Λ out = 1000 outer paths, Λ mid = 200 middle paths and Λ in = 50 inner paths. The resulting estimators for the upper and lower bounds from the k-th improvement are denoted byŶ We first observe that the upper bound is very sensitive with respect to the input martingale. Even optimizing a very crude constant approximation for Y has a huge impact, and, e.g., leads to a half as large upper bound for J = 40 time steps in the negative correlation case compared to the upper bound computed from the zero martingaleŶ . Nonetheless, the relative width of the 95% confidence interval based on the optimal constant approximation is still more than 20% for 40 time steps in the positive correlation case and even larger in the negative correlation case. Improving upper and lower confidence bound once, shrinks the 95% confidence interval to a quite acceptable relative width of less than 3.5% in the positive correlation case, while a second iterative improvement of the upper bound leads to relative width of less than 1.5%. The negative correlation apparently makes the problem harder to solve numerically. But, still, after two iteration steps for the upper bound and one iteration step for the lower bound we end up with a 95% confidence interval of a relative width of less than 2.5%. We also observe a significant decrease in the empirical standard deviations of the upper bound estimators through the improvement steps, as expected since the martingales approach the pathwise optimal Doob martingale of βY , cp. (18) .
Taking into account that no problem-specific information was used to construct the above confidence intervals in a five-dimensional problem with non-smooth coefficients and non-trivial correlation structure, we believe that the numerical results are rather striking. We note, however, that the second iteration step increases the computational costs by a factor of Λ in · (J/3) (e.g., a factor of 667 in our setting for J = 40 time steps) compared to a single improvement step. Thus, we next explore to what extent the results can be improved by putting more effort into the construction of the input approximation.
Non-generic minimization and LSMC algorithms
Following ideas of [1] for the pricing of Bermudan options on the maximum of several assets, we now incorporate information about option prices on the largest and second-largest asset into the function basis. To this end, we define the two adapted processes d (1) and d (2) by
(1) j and d (2) j indicate the largest respectively second-largest asset at time t j . In particular, they can be viewed as functions of X j . Based on this, we define the following functions which serve as a basis for our approximations of Y :
For j = 0, we replace 1 {d
, ι = 1, 2. Here, we write, for simplicity and in slight abuse of notation, the basis functions as functions of (X j−1 , X j ) instead of (X j−1 , B j ). Note that, e.g., the fourth basis function represents the price of the corresponding call spread option at time t j on the asset which is the largest one at time t j−1 . Shifting the time index in the indicator by one time step (compared to the more intuitive function basis in [1] which is based on the largest asset at time t j ) turned out to be inessential in this numerical example, but ensures that the 'one-step' conditional expectations R k j−1 (X j−1 ) in (25) are available in closed form. These are, essentially, Black-Scholes prices and Black-Scholes deltas of European options at time t j−1 on the asset which is the (second) largest at time t j−1 .
With these basis functions, we construct input approximations as described in Section 5.1. For the martingale minimization algorithm, we run as before Λ mini = Λ test = 1000 paths and take the penalization parameter from the set {γ 1 , ..., γ 21 } = {0, 0.025, ..., 0.5}. The modified LSMC approach is applied with Λ reg = 100.000 regression paths. Tables 2 and 3 below display the corresponding upper and lower bound estimators as well as iterative improvements up to the second order, based on these two input approximations. As before, we denote byŶ . We also observe that, compared to the generic implementation, the input lower boundsŶ are of the same quality as the generic lower bounds in Table 1Ŷ (low,1),a * 0 after one iterative improvement. Similarly, one improvement step of the upper bound in both non-generic casesŶ . Recalling the large computational costs for the second improvement step, we observe that incorporating soft problem information into the function basis (here, the indicator function on the largest and secondlargest asset one time step before) can significantly help to pin down the nonlinear option price Y 0 into a rather tight confidence interval after one iteration step only (and, hence, at moderate costs). For the sake of completeness, we also report the numerical results after performing a second iteration step for the upper bounds in the non-generic case. While in the case of negative correlation, we obtain a further improvement and end up with a confidence interval of a relative width of less than 1.5 % for J = 40 time steps, the situation for the positive correlation case is different. Here, the theoretical improvement of the upper bound is offset by the additional upward bias due to the small number of inner paths. In this case, however, the relative width of the 95% confidence interval is about 0.75% already after one iteration step, and, thus, any further improvement seems to be unnecessary for the option pricing problem under consideration.
